Presidential Message

The 2022 National is now a wrap. The week started with the Field events in AG Preserves in Glennville, GA. The committee headed by Tracy Black and Deb Freidus did a great job. Ash Oldfield worked magic to get the use of the field grounds at AG Preserve. She also took care of getting the birds for the trial. The lunches and dinner were exceptional. A successful auction was held with Edwin Shupp acting as the auctioneer.

Unfortunately, it was quite warm on Monday for the field trial and most of the dogs went birdless. The weather was a bit cooler on Tuesday for the hunt tests and several dogs did find birds. The grounds were beautiful as was the club house.

Tuesday evening in Perry started with Rachel Murphy organizing an impromptu “Taco Tuesday” for all Pointer people. I was unable to attend but heard it was a great success. I want to thank Rachel for doing this as it started the week on a positive note which was evident for the rest of the week’s activities.

Wednesday was dedicated to Agility. Unfortunately, none of the Pointers qualified. There was a nice entry in Pointers in conformation judged by Jamie Hubbard. The BOB Pointer went on to place in a very strong Sporting Group with lots of support from APC members. That evening we had a Welcome Party. Danny Seymour outdid himself. A wonderful spread was offered. Megan Vos had Welcome Bags for everyone.

On Thursday, we considered the Obedience Trial as qualifying for the National. There were entries in Beginner Novice A, Beginner Novice B and another in Novice B. All qualified.

The Breed competition started with Julie Pullan judging Sweepstakes classes. We supported the breed entry with Valdosta KC and Doug Johnson was the breed judge. He had a lovely entry of Pointers.

On Friday we dedicated the Rally Classes as qualifying for the specialty. We had one of our members qualify. Megan Lane judged our Futurity and Maturity classes. The conformation classes were judged by Charlie Olvis. He had a very nice entry of 88 Pointers. His BOB winner went on to a group placement in a strong group, again cheered on by APC members.

That afternoon we had a Judges Seminar headed by JEC, Danny Seymour. There were several judges in attendance and after the classroom presentation, we went back to our ring for the “hands on” portion of the seminar. It was encouraging to hear the reasons for the choices each judge made in placing the 7 Pointers. Their explanations were detailed and let’s hope we will have some well-prepared future Pointer judges.

The annual meeting was held Friday evening and a quorum "plus" was obtained showing interest in club affairs. In addition to the review of the program of work, several reports of interests were presented by various Board members as well as discussion items from the floor.

Saturday was the day we were all anticipating. Just as Steve Herman was beginning to judge, the heavens opened up with a deluge of rain and also some thunder. Thank goodness we weren’t outside as it would have been a disaster!

That evening we enjoyed a lovely dinner and a fun auction with Dennis Brown being the auctioneer. Everyone seemed to have a pleasant evening wrapping up a busy week of activities.
Now I want to thank all of the people who made this National a success: Ash Oldfield who made our ring look beautiful with the fabulous silk flowers. Melissa Forneris-Joens donated the handmade Pointer ring markers, Claire Abraham was assistant show chair and she pitched in wherever needed and always with a smile. She also had the club’s square and used it for apparel sales as well as at the auction on Saturday evening. Annie Westermann and Karen Mays were our Stewards and they kept things moving smoothly for our judge. Jane Johnston and Lillian Wittenberg did a great job with the apparel, again, Dennis Brown was auctioneer extraordinaire and was assisted by Richard Rogers. Incidentally, Richard housed all of the items from the ’21 National as due to a severe storm that auction was cancelled. Thanks to Maggie Platt, Sarah Terns and Claire Abraham for keeping track of the items people bought at the auction.

We had to scramble to find tables for all the fabulous baskets that Jean Smith put on display for the Basket Raffle. It was truly amazing. Jean also designed the National logo. It was lovely and looked great on the apparel. Maggie Platt also had the tent/cooler and chair raffle that was very desirable for many. Theresa Lyons also offered her professional talent to help design ads for the catalog. Claire Abraham sold catalogs and will be mailing them to those who so requested. Maggie Platt chaired the companion events. Additionally, she and Sarah Terns were tellers at the GM meeting. Karen Spey was the banquet chair, a job she excels in. Diane Townsend displayed the beautiful ribbons as usual. Lydia Frey was our trophy chair, Danny was JE Chair and also did the Welcome Party, Megan Vos did the Welcome Bags, Lee Ann Stagg was the Futurity Chair. Special thanks to Susan Savage who did the Premium List and compiled all the information for the catalog, made sure everything was constantly updated on the website and many other fine points that it would be impossible to cover everything she did.

I have to say that I felt this national was very different from others. Everyone was getting along and helping each other. The camaraderie was apparent. I also heard people commenting on how tired they were of the small minority that are always complaining and finding fault with everything. I hope this continues as the future of this club depends on it.

Marjorie Martorella
President & ’22 Show Chair

Reinstated 2022 Members – Jan Aadahl, Tom Bradley, Jean Deeming, Karen Drumm, Pamela DeHetre, Louise Ritter, Oscar Sanchez, Lisa Starr

2023 Blasche Scholarship Committee- Jan Pahl (3 year term), Jean Smith (2 year term), Louis Krokover (one year term) 20220308-04 CM

Mark your calendar now!
2023 National Specialty
Perry, Georgia
April 10th – 15th

Breed Judge – Steve Rose
Sweepstakes Judge – Ashleigh Oldfield
Futurity/Maturity – Hailey Griff

MEET THE BREEDS – TAMPA, FLORIDA – APRIL 23-24TH – THANK YOU LYDIA FREY

Nothing better than a child with a Pointer!

Time for the afternoon nap!

NEXT MEET THE BREEDS – DALLAS, TEXAS – JUNE 25-26TH
The APC Board unanimously approved a digital version of Pointer Points magazine to be produced two-times per year.

**BREAKING NEWS**

POINTER POINTS MAGAZINE IS BACK!

Now in Digital Format. Twice a Year.

**THE DETAILS:**

**FREQUENCY** … Pointer Points will be produced two-times per year. Issue #1 Celebrating the National Specialty held on April 11-16, 2022 Issue #2 Celebrating the National Championship held on October 5-9, 2022

**PRODUCTION** … APC member and professional Graphic Designer, Theresa M. Lyons, has volunteered to design, publish and host the online digital magazine at no cost to the club.

**ADVERTISING** … The full-color digital publication is for historical documentation only. No advertising at this time.

**READABILITY** … A link will be provided to APC members for an online digital version (can be viewed on computer or phone).

**DOWNLOADABLE** … A high-quality PDF version will be provided for members to download and print.

**CALLING ALL FIRST_timERS!**

Was this your first National Specialty? If so, we want to hear from you. Contact Editor, Theresa M. Lyons, at PointerPointsMagazine@gmail.com

**EARNED A TITLE AT THE NATIONAL?**

Did you earn a title during the National Specialty week? If so, we want to hear from you. Contact Editor, Theresa M. Lyons, at PointerPointsMagazine@gmail.com
Purina Parent Club Partnership (PPCP) Program

The Purina Parent Club Partnership (PPCP) Program enables Purina Pro Club members to designate a parent breed club within the program and accrue Purina Points by purchasing qualifying Purina pet foods. An annual donation from Purina is shared between the parent breed clubs and their Donor Advised Funds (DAF) held at the AKC Canine Health Foundation. In 2021, participating clubs earned $99,230 for their DAFs held at CHF to support important work happening now for dogs everywhere. “We are proud to begin the 20th year of the PPCP Program,” says Scott Smith, CHF Board member and Managing Director of the Purina Professional Engagement Team. “The program’s success is tied to the commitment of dog breeders and owners who choose to support their breed’s health through PPCP and CHF-funded research. The shared goals and collaborative efforts of Purina and CHF are providing a healthy future for all dogs.” Since it began in 2002, PPCP has provided over $8.6 million for canine health research, breed rescue, and/or educational efforts to positively impact the general well-being of dogs. Learn more at akcchf.org/ppcp

APC participates in this program. Over the last several years the donation we received from Purina has gone down. The money the club receives pays for the Veterinary Scholarship, supports Judges Education, pays for the speaker at our National Specialty among many other programs in the Heath, Education area. The part of the Purina donation that is sent to the Canine Heath Foundation in our donor advised fund is used to support research programs for canine health research. Let’s make a concerted effort to send in the receipts to Purina to increase the funds that Purina sends the club and the Canine Health Foundation in our club’s name.

American Pointer Club, Inc. Donor Advised Fund

1st Quarter 2022 Statement (1/1/2022 - 3/31/2022)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/1/2022 Balance</td>
<td>$12,931.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPCPP Contribution</td>
<td>$959.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Earnings/(Losses)</td>
<td>($655.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Support*</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/31/2022 Balance</td>
<td>$13,234.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The APC PPCPP Contribution is down $353.87 from last year. Those funds support several of our APC programs. Please support the Purina Partnership Program.

American Kennel Club Parent Club Meeting - March 7, 2022 - Partial Minutes

Any questions or comments contact Danny Seymour – AKC Delegate

Harvey Wooding called to the group’s attention a recent decision by the Supreme Court of Norway that will result in a breed ban of Bulldogs and Cavaliers in that country. Australia has apparently followed suit. Harvey asked that Sheila Goffe comment on AKC’s position vis a vis these recent European rulings.

Sheila Goffe – AKC Staff - This is about animal rights. It stems from a European Union ruling stating that in order to breed animals, they must pass certain health requirements. Norway’s (and the European Union) Animal Welfare Act applies to all animals period, not to specific use of animals (such as circuses) that the U.S Animal Welfare Act covers. The Norwegian act prohibits breeding of any animals who, by passing along their genes, might, in a negative way, influence mental or physical function of the offspring. We are starting to see similar appeals by animal rights activists here in this country that are based on what has happened in Norway. While much of our animal protection laws differ from those of Norway, the point we must take away is that we are going to see the same sorts of attempts here by animal rights activists that we’ve seen be successful in Norway. It will go slowly state by state, but you can count on it happening. Forewarned is forearmed. Sheila closed by reminding all of us of our responsibility to educate the public about the need to maintain breed conformation through standards developed by our Parent Clubs. This was one of the problems with the Norway situation. No one stood up to explain the purpose of purebred dogs and the importance we put on creating strong, healthy dogs through adherence to our standards. We must create a demand for healthy dogs. Here’s a link to
the blog Sheila mentioned in the discussion: Norwegian Court Bans Breeding of Bulldogs and Cavalier King Charles Spaniels.

A proposal for a change at the next Board meeting which will allow a Junior to handle a dog not directly owned by them or their family for all events.

NEW BUSINESS Peter Piusz - AKC Meet the Breeds® Peter related a letter he sent to Gina DiNardo asking how AKC planned to staff MTB breed booths when the Parent Club was unable to get volunteers to handle the event. Gina replied that once the Parent Club has declined, AKC would approach other breed representatives beginning with local specialty clubs, Breeders of Merit or Bred with Heart breeders in that area. Peter felt this was a fair way to approach the issue, AKC has no other alternative than to approach people not directly involved with the Parent Club to staff the booth. Don James asked what AKC’s plans might be if they were unable to find people associated with that breed after exhausting all of the above alternatives. Apparently, AKC will try to cover those instances by using AKC Staff at these events.

2022 National Specialty Apparel
Check out the Store on the APC Website
For what apparel is available for purchase

Veterinary Tidbits

MAY IS PET CANCER AWARENESS MONTH

To present the latest from AKC Canine Health Foundation funded canine cancer research, we are hosting a series of pre-recorded and live webinars. Join us Thursday evenings in May to learn more about lymphoma, hemangiosarcoma, and the role of hormone receptors in canine cancer. The series will finish with a LIVE Q&A discussion with all three presenters. Submit your questions during the live event or when you register. Registration is FREE during Pet Cancer Awareness Month – May 2022.

May 5, 2022 @ 7pm ET: Predicting Lymphoma in Dogs
Presented by Dr. Daniel Promislow
May 12, 2022 @ 7pm ET: Luteinizing Hormone Receptor Activation in Lymphoma and Hemangiosarcoma
Presented by Dr. Michelle Kutzler
May 19, 2022 @ 7pm ET: Toward Curative Outcomes in Canine Hemangiosarcoma
Presented by Dr. Chand Khanna
May 26, 2022 @ 7pm ET: LIVE Panel Q&A Session
Presented by Drs. Promislow, Kutzler, and Khanna

Please note – You must register for each session. If you are unable to watch live, a recording will be shared within a few days of each presentation. Continuing education credit has not been secured for this webinar series, but you may submit the information to your licensing board based on their policies.

Click on each title above to register now.
2022 National Specialty APC Health Seminar

Dr. Laurie Larson presented a seminar discussing the following.

- Canine Vaccine 101
- Canine titer testing – vaccine benefit versus risk
- Using nomograph analysis of breeding dam titers to improve puppy immunization outcomes

Dr. Larson said she would do titers for $45 if you send her serum. Here is her contact information.

Dr. Laurie Larson
CAVIDS Titer Testing Laboratory
University of Wisconsin - Madison
School of Veterinary Medicine
Madison, WI 53706

http://vetmed.wisc.edu/lab/CAVIDS

Dawn Meller Memorial

A memorial for Dawn is planned for Wednesday, June 15, 2022, at 3 PM, at Benchfield Farms, 368 Gameland Road, Newville, PA 17241. Dawn requested that her Pointer Stepping Stone be placed in the Memorial Garden located at Benchfield Farms.

Dawn and many of her Belarm Kennel friends’ ashes were spread at her home in Kingsport, Tennessee.

Dawn’s collection of “stuff”, as she fondly called it, was lovingly removed from her home and placed in the hands of persons she requested to continue to care for it. It was hard to dismantle everything she gathered over the 50+ years and exhibited it in her home. Thankfully, she had several dedicated friends that helped through Dawn’s journey at the end of her life on earth and with distribution of her collections of trophies, paintings, prints, books, crystals, and catalogs. She left me clear instructions as to what I was to do with her collections.

This event is planned at this time to coordinate the travels that any exhibitors might want, so that those coming from far away might coordinate their visit with the Westminster Kennel Club Show being held in New York State at the Lyndhurst Estate starting Saturday, June 16.

Following the placement of Dawn’s Stepping Stone, a picnic meal will be provided. If you plan to attend, please let Linda Bunning know. Contact information is:

   Phone: 302-841-4130

Address: 368 Gameland Road, Newville, PA 17241
APC SUPPORTED ENTRY RESULTS

March 26, 2022 – New Brunswick Kennel Club

Sweepstakes Judge – Paul Reilly
Best in Sweeps – Bookstor Fabelo Larksong Owners: Howard & Karen Spey & Ashleigh Oldfield
BOS in Sweeps – Penzance Racecity Jack London Owners: Maggie Platt, Sarah Terns, Sarah & Aaron Sherritt

Breed Judge – Barbara Dempsey Alderman
WD – Penzance Racecity Jack London Owners: Maggie Platt, Sarah Terns, Sarah & Aaron Sherritt
WB, BOW, NOHS – Majesty Some Kind of Wonderful Owners: Jean & Dan Smith

RWB – Bookstor Fabelo Larksong Owners: Howard & Karen Spey, Ashleigh Oldfield
BOB – Ch Aspyre Cat Got Ur Tongue Owners: Howard & Karen Spey

BOS – GCH Tahari N Clear Creek’s Born in the USA Owners: Frank DePaulo & Linda Cayton
SD – Tahari N Clear Creeks’ Live at the Stone Pony Owners: Theresa Travis

SB – Ch Seasyde Symmetry CA BCAT Owners: Charlotte Reagoso & Lisa Canfield

APC Supported Entry Results – April 14, 2022
Valdosta Kennel Club, Perry Georgia
Judge – Douglas Johnson

POINTERS, Puppy Dogs 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.
3 29 PENPOINT-SAKSA SON OF A WITCH. SS300326/02. 10/04/2021. BREEDER: TONY SAKSA & SIERRA WILSON & LEE ANN STAGG. By CH CALAIS OF SOLVIA BECKER ARIZMENDI-CH PENPOINT CORREA OF SOLVIA. OWNER: LEE ANN STAGG & SIERRA WILSON & JAYLYNN STAGG.


POINTERS, Puppy Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos .

POINTERS, Twelve To Eighteen Month Dogs .
2 37 ONCOCO BOURBON TRAIL TO SOLVIA. SS227161/03. 11/01/2020. BREEDER: Peggy Lee Davis & L. Davis & Dr. Patricia Haines. By GCH Solivia’s Nikola Tesla De Borquiz House-Ch My Kyna Oncore Journey of De’Heart. OWNER: Seth Beckman & Dr. P. Haines & K. & D. Brown.
1 89 ROSSY ROLLS ROYCE PHANTOM. SS263483/05. 04/04/2021. BREEDER: Owner. By Ch Bookstor Fabeloow The Boy From Oz-Ch Gingerlea Dawsik Oh My. OWNER: Kelli Ross.
A 111 TAHARI N CLEAR CREEK STATUS SYMBOL AT PROMISELAND. SS279062/03. 03/20/2021. BREEDER: Olivia Depaulo Frank Depaulo, Jonathan Lemos-Sartoti. By GCHS Solivia’s Whatever Turns You On-Gch Ch Fieldstone Alydar Made In Heaven. OWNER: KRIS A JOHNSON & Olivia Depaulo.

POINTERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs Puppy .
1 33 KINNIKE FERGUS. SS270667/01. 06/01/2021. BREEDER: Owner. By JJJ Kinnike LeRoy-Kinnike Ritah JH. OWNER: Kinnike Kennels Reg.

POINTERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs Adult .
3 79 MALMASON CATCH AND REESE JH. SS201287/05. 07/19/2020. BREEDER: Mary Reeves & Beth Kirven. By Ch V.I.P.’s Ready Ever After Of Dancindoll JHA TT-Ch Malmason-Southern As You Wish JH SWE SIAE. OWNER: Beth Kirven & O’Malley McGee.

POINTERS, American-Bred Dogs .
3 57 CUMBRIAN TELL NO TALES. SS215803/03. 09/06/2020. BREEDER: Henri Tuthill Nancy Tuthill Jennifer Gardzina. By CH Cumbrian Diablo-Ch Evermore Desdemona of Cumbrian. OWNER: Meghan Vos Henri Tuthill Nancy Tuthill.
1 127 MONARCH'S LYIN' EYES AT BARKSHIRE. SS298641/03. 09/11/2021. BREEDER: Suzie Bambule & K Earle & R Murphy & L Heidrich. By Ch Monarch Lauren's I'm Bringin' Sexy Back-GCH Ch Fieldstone Alydar Made In Heaven. OWNER: Suzie Bambule & Lisa Schinker.

POINTERS, Open Dogs .

POINTERS, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .

POINTERS, Twelve To Eighteen Month Bitches .
1 188 PENZANCE RACECITY ALL CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL. SS289494/01. 09/03/2021. BREEDER: Sarah Terns & Maggie Platt. By Ch Penzance Racecity Skrh B-Ch Racecity Green Eggs And Ham JH. OWNER: Sarah Terns & Maggie Platt.

2 54 GCH CH MALMASON ALYDAR LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE JH. SR747736/01. 08/12/2012. BREEDER: Beth Kirven & Abbie Hanson & Rachael Murphy. By Ch Black Alder Archer Mayor-Ch Malmason Alydar Illusion Of Flying First Class. OWNER: Beth Kirven & O’Malley McGee.


A 134 CH BLACKTHORNE SIX PACK SCUITO. SR861910/02. 02/02/2015. BREEDER: Debra Freidus DVM. By DC Paladen’s No More Mr Nice Guy CD JH-FCC DC Cookeiland Blackthorne Clouseau MH. OWNER: Debra Freidus DVM.

POINTERS, Best of Breed Competition.


51 CH SOUTHERN AS THE CROW FLIES CA BCAT. SS165569/03. 01/03/2020. Dog. BREEDER: Lydia Frey Tina McDonnell. By CH Southern Springpoint Nice For What-Ch Southern Malmason To Me From Me CA BCAT JH. OWNER: Lydia Frey Tina McDonnell.


APC Supported Entry Results – April 15, 2022
Valdosta Kennel Club, Perry Georgia
Judge- Charles Olvis

POINTERS, Puppy Dogs 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.

1 29 PENPOINT-SAKSA SON OF A WITCH. SS300326/02. 10/04/2021. BREEDER: TONY SAKSA & SIERRA WILSON & LEE ANN STAGG. By CH CALAIS OF SOLUVIA BECKER ARIZMENDI-CH PENPOINT CORREA OF SOLUVIA. OWNER: LEE ANN STAGG & SIERRA WILSON & JAYLYNN STAGG.


3 125 MONARCH’S NEW KID IN TOWN AT BARKSHIRE. SS298641/04. 09/11/2021. BREEDER: Suzie Bambule & K Earle & R Murphy & L Heidrich. By CH Monarch Laurent’s I’m Bringin’ Sexy Back-Gch Ch Fieldstone Alydar Made In Heaven.

POINTERS, Puppy Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12Mos.

A 19 HOLLYFROST FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS AT SOLUVIA. SS275214/03. 07/04/2021. BREEDER: Kelley Cheek. By Gch Ch Solivia’s Nikola Tesa De Borquiz House-GchB Ch Hollyfrost Santa Clara JH.


POINTERS, Twelve To Eighteen Month Dogs.

1 37 ONCORE BOURBON TRAIL TO SOLUVIA. SS227161/03. 11/01/2020. BREEDER: Peggy Lee Davis & L Davis & Dr. Patricia Haines. By GCH Solivia’s Nikola Tesla De Borquiz House-Ch My Kyna Oncore Journey of De’heart.


A 9 PENZANCE RACECITY EDGAR ALLEN POE. SS257531/05. 03/19/2021. BREEDER: Sarah Terns & Maggie Platt & T Fink & G Leblanc.

POINTERS, Amateur-Owner-Handler Dogs.


POINTERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs Puppy.

1/W/BBY/G1 133KINNIKE FERGUS. SS270667/01. 06/01/2021. BREEDER: Owner. By JJI Kinneke LeRoy-Kinneke Ritah JH.


POINTERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs Adult.

1/RW 17 PERRYGLDEN’S THE MARSHALL. SS169072/01. 06/21/2019. BREEDER: Murray Spearin And Deanna Ross. By CH Coquetel Cowboy Casanova CD RN JH-Perryglen’s All Fired Up.


2 279 MALMASON CAST AND RELEASE JH. SS201287/05. 07/19/2020. BREEDER: Mary Reeves & Beth Kirven. By Ch V.I.P.'s Ready Ever After Of Dancindoll JH TT-Ch Malmasoh-Southern As You Wish JH SWE SIAE. OWNER: Beth Kirven & O'Malley McGee.


POINTERS, American-Bred Dogs .


1 109 PERRYGLEN'S SET IN STONE. SS242520/01. 05/26/2020. BREEDER: Tanya Ross Deanna Ross Murray Spearin. By Ch Sydmar Fortunate Moment-GCH Perryglen's Skipping Stones CGC. OWNER: Tanya Ross Deanna Ross Murray Spearin.

7 127 MONARCH'S LYIN' EYES AT BARKSHIRE. SS298641/03. 09/11/2021. BREEDER: Suzzie Bambule & K Earle & R Murphy & L Heidrich. By Ch Monarch Laurent’s I’m Bringin’ Sexy Back-GCh Ch Fieldstone Alydar Made In Heaven. OWNER: Suzzie Bambule & Lisa Schinker.

POINTERS, Open Dogs.


2 93 BLACKTHORNE AXEL. SS051212/07. 04/11/2018. BREEDER: Debra Freidus DVM. By Karacanis Nobel-CH Blackthorne Six Pack Sisu. OWNER: Katherine B. Shorter & DEBRA FREIDUS D.V.M.


POINTERS, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .


4 118PENZANCE RACECITY ALL CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL. SS289494/01. 09/03/2021. BREEDER: Sarah Terns & Maggie Platt. By Ch Penzance Racecity Sk&R Boi-Ch Racecity Great Eggs And Ham JH. OWNER: Sarah Terns & Maggie Platt.

POINTERS, Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos .

1 28 PERRYGLEN’S I’M A WILD PARTY. SS319037/01. 06/21/2021. BREEDER: Murray Spearin And Deanna Ross. By Perryglen’s The Marshall-Perryglen’s Alice Inwonderland. OWNER: Murray Spearin and Deanna Ross.


POINTERS, Twelve To Eighteen Month Bitches .

A90 BOOKSTOR FABELLO PEARL BUCK. SS249414/05. 01/05/2021. BREEDER: Karen Spey & H Spey & A Oldfield. By Ch Bookstor Robert Fros JH-Ch Bookstor Fabello La Vie En Rose. OWNER: Karen Spey & H Spey & A Oldfield.

POINTERS, Amateur-Owner-Handler Bitches .

1 96 HEARTSIDE O’MONARCH LOVE IS ON MY MIND. SS069158/02. 06/19/2018. BREEDER: Suzzie Bambule & Kim Earle & Laura Heidrich. By CH Monarch Laurent’s I’m Bringin’ Sexy Back-GCh CH Fieldstone Alydar Made In Heaven. OWNER: Danielle Kolbow.

POINTERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches Adult .


1 102nRO5S7 STUDEBAKER SWEET & LOW. SS263483/03. 04/07/2021. BREEDER: Owner. By Ch Bookstor Fabeloow The Boy From Oz Gingerlea Dawisik Oh My. OWNER: Kelli Ross.


POINTERS, American-Bred Bitches .
1 68 FIELDSTONE ALYDAR SWEET BUT PSYCHO. SS146686/02. 09/18/2019. BREEDER: Paul Wessberg & Kim Earle & Rachael Murphy. By Ch Alydar’s Day Tripper-Ch Fieldstone Alydar Imosprettynsmooth. OWNER: Kim Earle & Rachel Murphy

 POINTERS, Best of Breed Competition .

 14 DANCINDOLL WITCH AND FAMOUS . SS012737/01. 09/24/2017. BREEDER: Laurie McCarty. By CH Saregresi Sarkany Keeper JH-GCH Dancindoll’s Wicked Black Witch JH. OWNER: Laurie McCarty


 4 76 MALMASON CATCH A SHOOTING STAR JR. SS201287/02. 07/19/2020. BREEDER: Mary Reeves & Beth Kirven. By Ch V.I.P.’s Ready Ever After At Dandindoll JH CGC-Ch Malmason Southern As You Wish JH SWE SI AE. OWNER: Beth Kirven & Laurie McCarty & D’Malley McGee.

 3 100 MOORLAND’S SLICE OF PARADISE JR . SS114891/01. 01/29/2019. BREEDER: Chris & Allen Armistead. By Chesterhope Catch The Dream At Robwyn-Ch-Moorland’s For Your Eyes Only JHA. OWNER: Chris & Allen Armistead.

 POINTERS, Veteran Dogs .

 A 5 CH TAHARI’S FULL METAL JACKET APJCBABCATACT1DNCGCAC . SR756375/03. 10/03/2012. BREEDER: Linda Cayton & D Ying & F DePaulo & D O’Neil. By Chesterhope Aim N High-Gch Ch Chesterhope Imosprettynsmooth. OWNER: Theresa Lyons.


 POINTERS, Veteran Bitches .


 2 54 GCH CH MALMASON ALYDAR LITTLE MISS SHINE JR . SR747736/01. 08/12/2012. BREEDER: Beth Kirven & Abbie Hanson & Rachael Murphy. By Ch Black Alder Archer Mayor-Ch Malmason Alydar Illusion Of Flying First Class. OWNER: Beth Kirven & O’Malley McGee.


101 GCH CH SOUTHERN MALMASON FOWL PLAY. SS007129/02. 08/06/2017. Dog. BREEDER: Tina McDonnell & Beth Kirven & Terry Ellis. By CH Fieldstone Alydar Heaven In Your Eyes-CH Malmason Alydar Shining Example JH. OWNER: Katrina L Conn & Sarah Holmes & Tina McDonnell.


SEL 124 GCHB ONCORE RED SOLO CUP WITH SOLIVIA. SS150310/01. 10/24/2019. Bitch. BREEDER: Dr. Patricia and Thaddeus Haines and Peggy Davis. By CH Oncore Bring Your Swagger To Solivia-GChG Oncore Mykyna Tailgate Party. OWNER: Dr. Patricia and Thaddeus Haines and D and K Brown.

129 GCH CH TAHARI N CLEARCREEK I'M ON FIRE @ SSTARR. SS126475/06. 04/09/2019. Dog. BREEDER: Linda Cayton & Mr Frank Depaulo. By Ch Seasyde Chesterhope Bingol-GChG Ch Hipoint Here Comes The Sun. OWNER: Lisa M Starr & O’MALLEY MCGEE. AGENT: Frank Murphy.


